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Is cooperation viable in mobile organisms? Simple Walk Away rule favors
the evolution of cooperation in groups☆
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Abstract

The evolution of cooperation through partner choice mechanisms is often thought to involve relatively complex cognitive abilities. Using
agent-based simulations, I model a simple partner choice rule, the “Walk Away” rule, where individuals stay in groups that provide higher
returns (by virtue of having more cooperators), and “Walk Away” from groups providing low returns. Implementing this conditional
movement rule in a public goods game leads to a number of interesting findings: (a) cooperators have a selective advantage when thresholds
are high, corresponding to low tolerance for defectors, (b) high thresholds lead to high initial rates of movement and low final rates of
movement (after selection), and (c) as cooperation is selected, the population undergoes a spatial transition from high migration (and many
small and ephemeral groups) to low migration (and large and stable groups). These results suggest that the very simple “Walk Away” rule of
leaving uncooperative groups can favor the evolution of cooperation and that cooperation can evolve in populations in which individuals are
able to move in response to local social conditions. A diverse array of organisms are able to leave degraded physical or social environments.
The ubiquitous nature of conditional movement suggests that “Walk Away” dynamics may play an important role in the evolution of social
behavior in both cognitively complex and cognitively simple organisms.
© 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The relationship between mobility and cooperation has
been a topic of study in the evolutionary and behavioral
sciences for decades. This interest has generated a number of
conceptually related literatures using terms such as mobility,
migration, dispersal, population viscosity and movement. The
historical view has been that mobility undermines the evolu-
tionary viability of cooperation, with early models showing
that low but nonzero migration rates are most favorable for the
evolution of cooperation (Maynard Smith, 1964; Wilson,
1987; Wright, 1931). More recent work has painted a more
ambiguous picture, showing that low-mobility/high-viscosity
limits the evolution of cooperation because it leads to higher
levels of competition among kin (Taylor, 1992; Wilson et al.,
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1992; West, Pen & Griffin, 2002). It is now becoming clear
that cooperation can be viable despite the kin competition
limitations, but this depends on the population structure and
the ways that individuals influence their environments (Lion
& Gandon, 2009; Lehmann & Rousset, 2010). It has been
shown that cooperative acts that expand carrying capacity are
not subject to the same negative effects from kin competition
(Platt & Bever, 2009) and that the negative effects of kin
competition are limited when groups expand via budding
(Gardner & West, 2006) or expansion of territory (Lehmann,
Perrin & Rousset, 2006). Helping has also been shown to be
limited to nondispersers (El Mouden & Gardner, 2008) and
less fecund individuals (Johnstone, 2008) in other models of
the evolution of cooperation under limited dispersal.

Conditional movement is an important and much
neglected form of mobility with regard to the evolution of
cooperative traits since it enables individuals to respond to
local conditions. This affords greater opportunities for taking
advantage of potentially beneficial social environments and
dispersing when those environments become degraded by
the increasing presence of defectors. Conditional movement
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is also evolutionarily ancient and phylogenetically wide-
spread (Sorkin, 1974; Glagolev, 1984), suggesting that it is
likely to be a strategy available to most organisms. Although
conditional movement has been included in a number of
models (Enquist & Leimar, 1993; Dugatkin & Wilson, 1992),
the role of conditional movement in promoting cooperation
has been neglected until recent work on environmental feed-
back (Pepper & Smuts, 2002; Pepper, 2007; Pepper & Smuts,
2000) and the Walk Away strategy (Aktipis 2004; Aktipis
2008) have shown that the ability to leave degraded envi-
ronments can favor the evolution of cooperation.

1.1. Explanations for the evolution of cooperation

The literature on the evolution of cooperation seems to be
unified around the basic question: can cooperation evolve
when defection pays? The literature suggests a complicated
answer to this question, with two primary “solutions” taking
center stage: namely, kin selection (Hamilton, 1964a;
Hamilton, 1964b) and reciprocity (Trivers, 1971). Group
selection as a force promoting cooperation has alternately
been lauded (Wilson, 1983;Wilson &Wilson, 2007;Wynne-
Edwards, 1962), sullied (Dawkins, 1976; Williams, 1966),
and considered uncontroversial and mathematically equiva-
lent to kin selection (Hamilton, 1975; Queller, 2004; West,
Griffin & Gardner, 2007). Yet, another class of explanations,
those involving partner choice (Aktipis, 2004; Aktipis, 2008;
Ashlock, Smucker, Stanley & Tesfatsion, 1996; Bull & Rice,
1991; Connor, 1992; Enquist & Leimar, 1993; Friedman &
Hammerstein, 1991; Nesse, 2009; Noe & Hammerstein,
1994; Sachs, Mueller, Wilcox & Bull, 2004), are receiving
increasing attention.

Despite these varied approaches, a common thread joins
these explanations: assortment, or the preferential interac-
tions of cooperators with one another, promotes the evo-
lution of cooperation (Hamilton, 1971; Fletcher & Doebeli,
2009). Assortment increases the likelihood that cooperators
are the recipients of benefits, making cooperation more
viable. It is assortment that promotes the evolution of
cooperation via kin selection (Hamilton, 1975). Other pro-
cesses such as kin recognition (Buston & Balshine, 2007;
Grafen, 1990; Hepper, 1991; Holmes, 2004; Komdeur &
Hatchwell, 1999) can promote assortment, therefore leading
to selection for cooperation. Assortment is also at work in
reciprocity, where conditional cooperation limits benefits to
defectors and amplifies benefits to cooperators, although
reciprocity may be limited by the requirement that indi-
viduals have extensive memory abilities to keep track of
interaction partners (Aktipis, 2006; Axelrod & Hamilton,
1981; Axelrod, 1984; Axelrod, 1997; Cox, Sluckin & Steele,
1999; Hammerstein, 2003; Vos & Zeggelink, 1994). Partner
choice strategies selectively exclude defectors from the
benefits of interacting with cooperators, which promotes
assortment and favors cooperation (Aktipis, 2004; Bergmül-
ler, Johnstone, Russell & Bshary, 2007; Bull & Rice, 1991;
Connor, 1992; Enquist & Leimar, 1993; Friedman &
Hammerstein, 1991; Nesse, 2009; Noe & Hammerstein,
1994; Sachs et al., 2004).

Much confusion arises because explanations for the evo-
lution of cooperation are often presented as competing
hypotheses, while in reality, they invoke mechanisms oper-
ating at very different levels. Kin selection and group
selection describe the ultimate level, that is, the selection of
cooperative traits due to assortment from common descent or
other processes. In contrast, reciprocity and partner choice
explanations describe the proximate cognitive and behav-
ioral processes that enable assortment of cooperators. These
processes are not mutually exclusive. In fact, behavioral/
cognitive adaptations such as conditional cooperation and
partner choice increase assortment and influence population
structure, making the operation of kin and group selection
more likely.

1.2. Social selection and partner choice in the evolution
of cooperation

Social selection is the evolutionary process that arises
from individuals exerting choice over interaction partners
(West-Eberhard, 1979). There has been renewed interest in
the role of social selection in the evolution of coopera-
tion and prosocial tendencies (Nesse, 2009). Partner choice
has been shown to be important in a variety of contexts
(Aktipis, 2004; Bergmüller et al., 2007; Bull & Rice, 1991;
Connor, 1992; Enquist & Leimar, 1993; Friedman &
Hammerstein, 1991; Nesse, 2009; Noe & Hammerstein,
1994; Sachs et al., 2004) and has been shown to increase
cooperation in experimental economics games (Barclay &
Willer, 2007; Boone & Macy, 1999; Orbell, Schwartz-Shea
& Simmons, 1984).

Partner choice can be complex, involving the ability to
represent a complicated network of agents and/or dynami-
cally alter group composition (Ashlock et al., 1996; Vanberg
& Congleton, 1992; Yamagishi, Hayashi & Jin, 1994;
Yamagishi & Hayashi, 1996; Hamilton & Taborsky, 2005;
Eldakar, Farrell & Wilson, 2007; Eldakar & Wilson, 2008).
Other simpler strategies such as opting out of interactions
entirely (Hauert, De Monte, Hofbauer, & Sigmund, 2002;
Szabó & Hauert, 2002; Brandt, Hauert & Sigmund, 2006)
have been explored as well. The “loner” strategy explored by
Hauert and colleagues is different from the Walk Away
strategy of selectively leaving uncooperative partners
(Aktipis, 2004; Aktipis, 2008) in one critical respect: in
loner models, individuals receive a payoff when not parti-
cipating, while in the Walk Away model the only way to
accumulate payoffs is to interact with other players.
Environmental feedback models are also examples of partner
choice; in these models, individuals stay only in regions of
high quality, where this quality is directly influenced by the
altruistic behavior of agents in that region (Pepper & Smuts,
2002; Pepper, 2007; Pepper & Smuts, 2000).

Conditional movement strategies such as Walk Away
offer a simple mechanism for partner choice that requires
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little or no cognitive complexity: individuals just respond
to the state of the current social environment, leaving if
levels of cooperation are insufficient. This fit between the
environmental demands and the decision rule promotes
adaptive behavior in the face of little information (Todd &
Gigerenzer, 2003), making these simple rules good candi-
dates for “rules of thumb” in a variety of biological contexts
(Hutchinson & Gigerenzer, 2005). Rules that can operate
with limited information are often necessary in conditional
movement contexts including foraging (McNamara &
Houston, 1985; McNamara & Houston, 1980).

The role of conditional mobility in the evolution of
cooperation was first explored by Enquist and Leimar
(1993), who concluded that conditional mobility restricts the
evolution of cooperation by making free riders more efficient
at moving through and exploiting a population of coopera-
tors. However, their results, as well as the results of the
dyadic Walk Away model (Aktipis, 2004), demonstrate that
defectors only have an advantage when search times for new
partners are low. Nevertheless, the two models derive very
different conclusions: Enquist and Leimar conclude that
mobility restricts cooperation, while the dyadic Walk Away
model shows that conditional movement promotes cooper-
ation under a variety of parameter values. This is likely to be
due both to differences in interpretation of results and dif-
ferences in implementation. The Walk Away model is an
agent-based model with explicit space, individual movement
rules and an endogenous fitness function, while Enquist and
Leimar's model is analytical. It is often the case that spatial
(and/or agent-based) models result in different results than
analytical models because, in these models, decentralized
processes can drive associations among individuals. This can
be critical in models of the evolution of cooperation because
the association of cooperators with one another drives
selection for cooperation. In the dyadic Walk Away model
(Aktipis, 2004), associations between partners were a result
of individual movement rules only, while Enquist and
Leimar's (1993) model, coalition time was a parameter that
was varied exogenously.
ig. 1. The Walk Away strategy is illustrated in this state transition figure.
gents can occupy one of two states: “move” or “stay,” indicated by boxes;
rrows indicate possible state transitions. Agents stay in a group if and only
the return (R) received from the group meets or exceeds the agent's
reshold (T). Cooperators in the “stay” state contribute to the group each
me period and stay in their current location. Defectors in the “stay” state
mply remain in the group, contributing nothing each time period. In the
move” state, agents move one step each time period and do not contribute.
gents switch to the “stay” state when they encounter another agent (or
gents) and continue to stay only if the benefit received from the group
xceeds their threshold.
2. Methods overview

In this article, I explore the evolutionary viability of a
partner choice rule that has low cognitive requirements and is
powerful in promoting assortment: the Walk Away rule. In
the dyadic version of the Walk Away model, cooperative
Walk Away agents outperformed defectors as well as Tit-for-
Tat and PAVLOV (Aktipis, 2004). Here this framework is
extended to a group-wise context in which agents play public
goods games in endogenously formed groups. Agents have
the ability to detect and leave low-quality social environ-
ments (i.e., groups with a large proportion of defectors in a
public goods game). These Walk Away agents lack any
memory capacity, recognition or conditional cooperation
and are unable to follow or seek out likely cooperators.
Individuals simply decide whether or not to stay in a group
based on the payoffs they receive in that group (see Fig. 1).
Groups, however, do not possess a mechanism to choose
which agents can enter or stay in the group.

In the present Walk Away model, group size emerges
from interactions between group properties (local coopera-
tion), individual-level rules (the staying threshold of agents)
and population-level features (the likelihood that a new
group member is a cooperator). Analytical models can be
used for probabilistic conditional movement models but are
less tractable for models such as the current one, where
agents have a threshold for leaving groups. Agent-based
models are appropriate for contexts such as these in which
interactions among individual-level, group-level and popu-
lation-level processes generate complex feedback loops
(Hammond & Axelrod, 2006).

Agent-based models of the evolution of cooperation in
groups provide an alternative to exogenously varying migra-
tion rate, group size or number of groups, instead allowing
these features to emerge from the behavior of individuals
(e.g., Avilés, 2002; Avilés, 1998; Marshall & Rowe, 2003;
Ramos-Fernández, Boyer & Gómez, 2006) and allowing
for novel and unexpected phenomena. Spatial structure
(Durrett & Levin, 1994) and self-structuring processes, such
as those generated by dispersal (Lion & Van Baalen, 2008),
generate feedback loops between ecological and evolution-
ary processes that have been shown to affect the evolution
of cooperation.

The basis of the current model is a spatially based public
goods game. The basic schedule and processes of the model
are illustrated in Fig. 2, and more technical details following
the standardized ODD protocol for describing individual and
agent-based models (Grimm & Railsback, 2005; Grimm
et al., 2006) can be found in Appendix A.. Agents on the
same patch participate in voluntary contributions to a local
public good (Step 1), with cooperators contributing 1 unit
and defectors contributing nothing. After all contributions
have been made, the total contributions are multiplied by the
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Fig. 2. Diagram indicating the basic schedule of the model. A detailed model
description can be found in Appendix A.
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social benefit multiplier, which is 1.91 (Step 2), making the
interaction a social dilemma even if groups are made up of
only 2 agents. Next, this total is divided equally among
group members, regardless of initial contribution, giving
each group member the same return (R) from the public
goods game (though defectors have a higher net payoff than
cooperators in the same group; Step 3A). Cooperators can
have negative net payoffs and agents not in a group neither
contribute nor receive payoffs. After receiving the return
from interacting with the group, agents stay on the present
patch (i.e., remain in the current group) if the return (R)
received in the previous step exceeds their staying threshold
(T), and move if the return is below threshold or if no other
agents occupy the current patch (Step 3B). Finally, agents
have the opportunity to reproduce according to a threshold-
based reproduction scheme (R1) or payoff proportional
1 A multiplier of 2 is typically used in public goods games because it
generates a social dilemma in the group sizes typically used. However, this
multiplier does not generate a social dilemma when there are only two
individuals in a group. For this reason, a multiplier of 1.9 was used.
reproduction scheme (R2), and the population size is reduced
if the total number of agents exceeds the carrying capacity of
500 agents (Step 4). Agents remain in the game if their
energy becomes negative.

The group-wise Walk Away model is designed as a
general model of conditional movement in response to the
quality of the local social environment. It is not based on
observations of a particular species. However, several obser-
vations about mobility in various species provided a basis
for the assumptions of this model. Conditional mobility is
phylogenetically widespread and evolutionarily ancient
(Glagolev, 1984) in forms including chemotaxis (Sorkin,
1974) and foraging (Stephens et al., 2007). In social animals,
the exploitation of resources is known to affect social
organization and behavior (Waite & Field, 2007). In humans,
conditional movement away from uncooperative social
partners has been observed in experimental settings (Barclay
& Willer, 2007; Boone & Macy, 1999; Orbell et al., 1984).
3. Results

The two primary questions answered by this model are (a)
does the inclusion of conditional movement affect the via-
bility of cooperation? And (2) does conditional movement
lead cooperation to be selected when overall rates of
movement/migration are high? Because one of the goals of
this model is to explore whether cooperation can evolve
when agents have high migration rates (resulting from con-
ditional movement), the agents' thresholds were systemat-
ically varied rather than allowing them to evolve.

3.1. Cooperator viability (with death and reproduction)

With high staying thresholds, agents stay only in groups
with very high levels of cooperation. In contrast, agents with
low thresholds are more “tolerant” of groups with defectors.
Cooperators were most successful when thresholds of
cooperators and/or defectors were high; that is, agents were
intolerant of defection. In these simulations (Fig. 3), a mixed
population of cooperators and defectors was maintained over
the majority of the parameter space. Defectors dominated the
population when the thresholds of both cooperators and
defectors were low (but not when defector threshold was 0).

Cooperator success when cooperators have high thresh-
olds is fairly intuitive: when cooperators had high thresholds,
they were able to leave groups with growing numbers of
defectors. However, cooperators' success when defectors
had high thresholds is somewhat puzzling at first glance.
Why do cooperators do better when defectors are pickier?
When defectors readily left fairly cooperative groups (i.e.,
when defectors had high thresholds), they did not spend long
periods of time in groups where they might have otherwise
been able to benefit from exploiting cooperators. Further,
defectors with high thresholds left groups, after which they
were less likely (than cooperators) to be able to form suc-
cessful and stable groups, lowering their fitness.

image of Fig. 2


Fig. 3. When the threshold of cooperators or the threshold of defectors was
higher, cooperators were more successful. When the threshold of both
strategies was low, defectors outperformed cooperators (except when
defector's threshold was 0). This figure shows the outcomes with 0 noise.

ig. 4. (A)When variability was introduced into the threshold used by agents
D = 1), the regions of cooperator success at high thresholds expands. (B)
hen variability was increased (SD=0.3), this region was even larger, and

the region in which cooperators and defectors coexist becomes smaller.
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Cooperators were also somewhat successful when
defectors had thresholds of 0. In these cases, defectors
were infinitely tolerant of other defectors so they never left
groups, even after they had been completely taken over by
defectors, giving these defectors no mechanism by which to
colonize new groups. This enabled cooperators to be rela-
tively successful when defector threshold was 0, and there
was no noise (however, this effect disappeared when noise
was introduced to the threshold, see below).

In biological and cognitive systems, errors often occur in
information processing and behavior. In order to model the
potential for such errors or noise, variation was introduced
into the staying threshold of agents, such that the threshold
used by a given agent varied between time periods around a
mean (reported on the graph) with a standard deviation of
0.1. This made the likelihood that an agent would stay in a
group probabilistic around the reported mean.

The addition of error resulted in smaller regions with a
mixed population and larger areas with only cooperators
and only defectors. In addition, the moderate success of
cooperators when the average initial defectors threshold was
0 disappears (see Fig. 4A). This is because defectors pro-
babilistically used a threshold higher than 0, giving them a
way to leave previously colonized groups and take over
new ones.

When the standard deviation was increased from 0.1, the
region favoring cooperators became larger. When the stan-
dard deviation of the variation was raised to 0.3, cooperators
were overwhelmingly successful, but defectors were still
successful at threshold values lower than 0.5 for both coop-
erators and defectors (Fig. 4B).
3.2. Migration

In the present model, the emergent rate of migration
varies across staying thresholds and across evolutionary
time, influencing and being influenced by evolutionary
dynamics. Cooperation is strongly selected in regions of the
state space with initially high emergent migration rates,
although these migration rates decrease after selection has
favored cooperators.

Because there can be high variability between time
periods in migration events, the average rate of migration
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over the final 100 time periods of runs is used, and migration
is calculated as the rate of emigration from groups (the
number of agents leaving divided by the number agents
leaving and staying). In these simulations, there was a noise
level with SD=0.1 (as in Fig. 4A) in the agents' thresholds,
and the initial proportion of cooperators was 0.05.
Fig. 6. In evolutionary simulations, migration rate patterns are nearly
opposite to those present before the action of selection (see Fig. 5). When
agents have low thresholds, final migration rate is high because defectors
dominate. When the thresholds of either cooperators or defectors are high,
relatively low rates of migration result because cooperators come to domi-
nate the population.
3.3. Emergent migration rate before selection (no death
or reproduction)

In order to establish a baseline for the rate of migration in
the initial population, a set of simulations without reproduc-
tion and death were run for 1000 time periods. (long enough
for the migration rate to reach equilibrium) with 5% coop-
erators and 95% defectors (the starting proportion of
cooperators/defectors for all simulations reported in this
article). The emergent migration rate at each combination of
cooperator and defector thresholds is reported in Fig. 5. Note
that the lowest migration rates emerged when agents had low
thresholds (when agents were more tolerant of low levels of
cooperation). Very high levels of migration resulted when
agents, especially cooperators, had high thresholds.

Interestingly, it is exactly the regions with high initial
migration rates in Fig. 5 (70%–99% migration) in which the
evolution of cooperation was favored in earlier reported runs
(compared to Fig. 4A). This is in contrast to the results of
traditional analytical models that show that high migration
does not allow cooperation to evolve (Maynard Smith, 1964;
Wright, 1931). In the present simulations, high migration
rate is not a barrier to the evolution of cooperation; instead, it
is a population-level manifestation of high thresholds. Inter-
Fig. 5. These results from nonevolutionary runs show that migration rates
before selection are very high for most cooperator and defector thresholds
when the proportion of cooperators is 5% (the starting proportion for all
simulations reported in this article).
estingly, it is exactly the high thresholds of these agents that
both result in an initially high migration rate and enable
cooperation to be selected in the long term.

3.4. Emergent migration rate after selection (with death
and reproduction)

Adding the evolutionary elements of reproduction and
death led to selection for cooperators over much of the
parameter space (as described in earlier sections). As the
proportion of cooperators increased, groups became on
average more cooperative, leading to less Walking Away
and therefore a lower emergent migration rate. Fig. 6 shows
this emergent migration rate after selection has acted for
50,000 time periods.

Interestingly, the regions of state space with higher initial
rates of migration (Fig. 5) had lower final rates of migration
in the evolutionary simulations (Fig. 6). As noted above,
cooperators were actually selected more strongly over the
region where emergent migration rates were high. Once
cooperators were selected, the migration rate decreased
because more cooperative groups led to fewer agents
“Walking Away” in the overall population.

The results presented above suggest that the rate of
migration itself is less important than the reasons for that
migration. To the extent that migration occurs as a result of
conditional movement away from uncooperative groups, high
levels apparently do not restrict the evolution of cooperation.

This can also be seen in Fig. 7, which shows the changes
over time in a typical run (with agents having thresholds of

image of Fig. 5
image of Fig. 6


Fig. 7. The evolutionary transition from low to high levels of cooperation
(blue line) is mirrored by a spatial transition from high to low rates of
migration (black line), more groups (green line) and larger group size
(yellow line). This plot shows the changes in each variable over the first
100,000 time periods of a run with cooperator and defector thresholds of
0.7. Percent cooperators, migration rate and number of groups are indicated
on the left axis, and group size is indicated on the right axis.
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0.7) and in the two screen shots illustrating the spatial
structure before (Fig. 8A) and after (Fig. 8B) the evolution-
ary transition from low to high levels of cooperation. This
evolutionary transition is accompanied by a transition in
spatial structure from high rates of migration with mostly
moving individuals and occasional small, ephemeral groups
to low rates of movement with larger and more stable groups.
These large groups are stable as long as the proportion of
cooperators remains above the staying threshold of the
agents within that group. As within-group selection favors
defectors, this leads groups to dissolve, generating periods
of increased migration, new group formation and positive
assortment. This dynamic helps to maintain cooperation
despite within-group selection favoring defectors.
ig. 8. (A) This screen shot from 200 time periods into a run with agents
aving thresholds of .7 shows the initial state of the population. Simulations
egin with 95% defectors (red), and the proportion of cooperators (blue)
mains low for many time periods. Initially, most agents are moving and the
inority are in groups that last longer than one time period (indicated by the
reen patch color). Groups of cooperators tend to be more stable than groups
f defectors, leading cooperators to preferentially interact with one another
.e., assort). This generates positive selection for cooperators. (B) After
0,000 time periods, cooperators make up the vast majority of the popula-
on, and most agents are in long-lasting groups. These groups remain stable
s long as the proportion of cooperators in that group is above .7. The
stability of groups with increasing proportions of defectors results in the
issolution of less cooperative groups, the formation of new groups, and
ompetition between these groups, which maintains cooperators in high
roportions indefinitely.
4. Discussion

The findings of this study can be considered within the
broader work on the evolution of cooperation and dispersal/
mobility. In historical models of group selection, including
Maynard Smith's haystack model (1964), Wright's island
model (1931) and models based on the Price equation (1970),
too muchmigration or mixing undermines assortment, leading
to selection for defectors. However, conditional move-
ment can actually increase assortment, as demonstrated
by Pepper (2007), leading to the unexpected finding that high
ratesofmovementcangeneratestrongselectionforcooperation.

Despite surface level similarities to reciprocity models,
Walk Away is critically different in that agents do not possess
the ability to remember outcomes of previous rounds or
change from cooperation to defection. Walk Away promotes
cooperation for a different reason: it amplifies existing
assortment due to genetic identity by descent (i.e., kinship)
through its effects on group stability. Through simple, decen-
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tralized processes, it leads to the dissolution of groups as
within-group competition increases, and it increases between-
group competition by amplifying assortment within groups.
This allows cooperation to be selected even when there are
very high rates of migration and agents do not possess com-
plex cognitive abilities.

It has been shown that periodic group reformation events,
in which all individuals are randomly redistributed to groups,
can favor altruism when they occur as defectors are just
beginning to invade altruistic groups (Fletcher & Zwick,
2004; Fletcher & Zwick, 2007). The Walk Away rule pre-
sented here can promote the effective timing of these group
reformation events without centralized control; the groups
simply dissolve as levels of defection rise and agents leave.

In a recent widely received paper on the evolution of
eusociality, Nowak, Tarnita and Wilson (2010) argue that
the evolution of eusociality should be understood not in
terms of kin selection, but instead as a series of steps begin-
ning with “the formation of groups within a freely mixing
population.”According to their model, traits that improve the
quality of the local/shared environment are then selected, and
finally, a reduction in dispersal evolves, which creates the
kin structure characteristic of eusocial colonies. Although
their model describes dispersal as a nonconditional trait,
conditional movement may play an important role in the
process that are described as underling this transition to
eusociality. In the Walk Away model, a shift to more
cohesive and persistent groups (Fig. 8) is driven by improved
quality of the returns from the public good, accomplishing
Nowak et al's first step of increased “cohesion and
persistence,” as well as increasing selection favoring
cooperation (driven by the assortative effects of the Walk
Away strategy) and finally reducing the likelihood of
dispersal. This suggests that Walk Away dynamics might
contribute both to the proximate and ultimate mechanisms
underlying changes in population structure and cooperation
in the transition to eusociality as described by Nowak et al.

Given the complex dynamics underlying this model, what
conclusion can be drawn about the underlying relationship
between migration rate and cooperation? The results of this
model show that there is not a simple underlying relationship
between the two.Migration rate emerges from both the current
level of cooperation and the agents' thresholds, with migration
rate being high when agents regularly encounter groups with
insufficient levels of cooperation (lower than their thresholds).
If agents spend most of their time in groups with sufficient
levels of cooperation (equal or greater than their thresholds),
then migration rate will be low. This means that the migration
rate can tell an observer about the mismatch between agents
“expectations (i.e., thresholds) for cooperation and the actual
level of cooperation they encounter, but it cannot give direct
information about the level of cooperation or the threshold
that agents have for tolerating defectors. However, because
conditional movement promotes assortment (Pepper, 2007),
finding high rates of movement may be able to tell us that
selection is currently favoring cooperation.
Individual mobility plays an important role in a variety
of processes studied by behavioral ecologists and socio-
biologists including foraging, individual dispersal and large-
scale migration. Although it is a challenge to use modeling
results to inform observational work, the results of this
model do suggest that the use of conditional (rather than
unconditional/probabilistic) movement should be explored
and ascertained in populations that are the subject of field
study. This may be done by examining the factors that
induce individuals to leave their current social group and
disperse/join new groups. If individuals exhibit conditional
movement in response to the quality of the social environment
or components of the physical environment that are socially
determined, this would indicate that the population is or has
the potential to be aWalk Away population. One example of a
Walk Away population is water striders, Aquarius remigis.
Female water striders avoid interactions with highly aggres-
sive males by refusing to mate, hiding or leaving pools with
aggressive males (as reviewed by Eldakar, Wilson, Dlugos &
Pepper, 2010). This free movement increases the variation in
male aggressiveness among groups (Eldakar, Dlugos, Pepper
& Wilson, 2009a; Eldakar et al., 2010), which can lead to
higher overall fitness of less aggressive males (Eldakar,
Dlugos, Wilcox & Wilson, 2009b).

In general, if individuals in a natural population exhibit
conditional movement in response to social conditions as
water striders do, it is reasonable to hypothesize that this
conditional movement may be leading to selection for more
cooperative social traits. If high rates of movement are ob-
served in these populations, this may be an indication that
selection is actively favoring cooperative traits via the effects
of conditional movement on assortment (Pepper, 2007). The
construction of specific Walk Away models based on the
underlying features of the population being studied (e.g.,
the thresholds, cooperation/consumption levels and popula-
tion structure) is an additional option for researchers inte-
rested in the effects of conditional movement on social
evolution in their species of study. This is an important
direction for future work, and I welcome collaborations
along these lines.

4.1. Limitations to Walk Away

There are, however, limitations to the capacity of con-
ditional movement to promote the evolution of cooperation.
The present results suggest that when individuals have low
thresholds and are therefore relatively “tolerant” of defectors,
defectors can continue to persist in the population. Selection
for cooperation in this model relies on individuals who are
“picky” about the groups they will or will not remain
members of. Interestingly, intolerance of defection leads to
an initial populations structure with mostly loners, similar to
the “wall flower ecology” observed in Ashlock et al. (1996),
but the long-term evolutionary result of intolerance for
defection is a final population made up of highly cooperative
agents interacting in relatively large groups.
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Another limitation of conditional movement for promot-
ing cooperation has been shown in previous work — the
necessity of relatively high search times for new partners.
Enquist's and Leimar's (1993) excellent and systematic
analysis of the effects of varying search time clearly demon-
strates that low search times tip the scales in favor of defectors.
Similarly, low densities can generate higher search times,
limiting the viability of conditional movement (Aktipis,
2004). When search time for new group or partners is very
low, conditional movement rules do not favor cooperation
as strongly because defectors are more easily able to move on
to new regions or groups after exploiting their current group.

Yet, another limitation of conditional movement for
promoting cooperation is that it must be useable by coop-
erators, not just defectors. If conditional movement is used
only by defectors (and cooperators do not move condition-
ally), defectors are, unsurprisingly, successful (Dugatkin &
Wilson, 1992). Along similar lines, preliminary results from
a variation of the present model suggest that the thresholds
of defectors may evolve more quickly than the thresholds
of cooperators, perhaps allowing defectors to more readily
take advantage of cooperators.

4.2. Walk Away in human social evolution

It has been suggested that the ability to leave current
partners and seek out new ones might have played an
important role in cooperative behaviors in humans and other
animals (Connor, 1992; Noe & Hammerstein, 1994; Nesse
2009). In humans, it has been shown that humans use some-
thing like a Walk Away strategy when given the opportunity
in experimental economics settings (Barclay &Willer, 2007;
Boone & Macy, 1999; Hauk, 2003; Orbell & Dawes, 1993;
Yamagishi & Hayashi, 1996). To the extent that humans do
use such a strategy in the laboratory, this suggests that
something like Walk Away might have played a role in the
evolution of cooperation in humans.

However, the effectiveness of Walk Away is likely to be
constrained by a variety of behavioral and cognitive systems
that may have evolved for the purposes of modifying con-
ditional movement rules, especially in organisms with com-
plex social adaptations such as humans. For instance, the
ability to enter into commitments (Nesse, 2001) and bondwith
others (Carter et al., 2006) could be considered systems that
constrain Walk Away behavior in oneself and others in
circumstances where it may be beneficial to stay in the face of
immediate costs, or to induce others to stay despite immediate
costs. Other factors such as the threat of punishment can serve
as deterrents to leaving. Also, it is not uncommon for social,
cultural and political institutions to constrain the ability of
individuals to leave their current groups. To the extent that
humans use a Walk Away-type rule, it is likely to be buried
beneath a host of complex cognitive rules and behaviors.
These complex rules might, however, be built on a very
simple and evolutionarily ancient foundation, to Walk Away
from low-quality social environments.
The results of this conditional movement model have
other potentially important implications for human social
evolution. It has previously been assumed that migration
rates among early human groups were too high to allow for
sufficient levels of genetic assortment for cooperation to
favored via between-group selection (Brown & Armelagos,
2001; Richerson & Boyd, 1998). However, if movement is
conditional, as in the Walk Away strategy, this can increase
positive assortment, rather than decreasing it. If humans
used a strategy like Walk Away when deciding whether or
not to migrate from one group to another, this would have
increased assortment, making between-group selection a
viable force in human social evolution. Because high rates of
movement can promote assortment, the potential role of
between-group selection in human social evolution cannot
be dismissed (as it has been) on the grounds that there was
“too much” migration between groups and “too little” stabil-
ity of groups. Indeed, the results of the present model
demonstrate that cooperation can be selected under very high
migration rates and very low stability of groups.

4.3. Walk Away in unicellular entities

The Walk Away rule is important for other reasons as
well: it is simple, viable in contexts with limited information,
evolutionarily ancient and phylogenetically widespread,
playing a role in foraging behavior (MacArthur & Pianka,
1966) and processes such as chemotaxis (Glagolev, 1984;
Koshland, 1980). It might therefore underlie the evolution of
cooperation in a variety of species with low cognitive com-
plexity and high rates of mobility.

Evidence also suggests that cancer cells are capable of
leaving degraded environments through switching from a
more sedentary (epithelial) phenotype to a motile (mesen-
chymal) phenotype. This transition is induced by low levels of
oxygen (i.e., hypoxia) that up-regulate hypoxia-inducible
factors (eg, HIF-1 alpha), causing a variety of changes in cell
architecture that enable it to leave its local environment and
move quickly through tissue (Harris, 2002; Lester, Jo,
Campana & Gonias, 2005; Li, Qiu, Zhang, Zhang & Wang,
2009; Semenza, 2009). These hypoxia-induced processes
may enable cancer cells to conditionally leave regions with
“exploitative” cells that consume high levels of oxygen and/or
produce low levels of angiogenic factors (“public goods” that
induce the formation of new blood vessels). This may lead to
cycles of invasion and metastasis as cancer cells degrade their
local somatic environments. Depending on the population
structure of cells within the neoplasm (i.e., density, genetic
heterogeneity and group structure), this Walk Away process
could actually lead somatic evolution to favor cancer cells that
cooperate with their local “group” to more effectively extract
resources from their host and/or more effectively compete
with other aggregations of cells.

These implications are worthy of further study as it is
already known that somatic evolutionary dynamics underlie
neoplastic progression (Merlo, Pepper, Reid & Maley, 2006;
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Nowell, 1976; Pepper, Scott Findlay, Kassen, Spencer &
Maley, 2009) and that the local microenvironment of tumors
influences the evolution of cell motility and other behavioral
phenotypes (Anderson, Weaver, Cummings & Quaranta,
2006; Anderson, Rejniak, Gerlee & Quaranta, 2009; Gerlee
& Anderson, 2009; Polyak, Haviv & Campbell, 2009).
Further, restoration of oxygen (i.e., improvement of the local
microenvironment) has been shown to limit cell motility and
metastasis (Mazzone et al., 2009), strongly suggesting that
conditional cell movement is a contributing factor in
metastasis. In collaboration with other computational
biologists and cancer researchers, I have begun to explore
the role of conditional movement in dynamics of cancer
progression and determine whether feedback between cell
motility and the quality of the tumor microenvironment
influences the underlying spatial and evolutionary dynamics.
This work will use a variety of methods including
evolutionary spatial models based on realistic assumptions
about neoplastic cells, somatic phylogeography of tissue
samples, assays of tissue samples to assess hypoxia and other
components of degraded microenvironment, intravital mi-
croscopy to observe cell motility in animal models and gene
expression studies to detect the signatures of motile cells
(e.g., using RNA fluorescent in situ hybridization). Future
simulations should allow for testing the viability of different
proposed interventions on environmentally induced cell
motility with the goal of reducing the likelihood of invasion
and metastasis in patients with cancer.
verview of state variables associated with each type of entity

ntity State variable Description

lobal • Social benefit
multiplier

Amount by which agents' contribution
to the local public good are multiplied
before being distributed to all
local residents

• R-probability Probability per time step that one agent
(whose energy is above R-threshold)
will reproduce

• R-threshold Minimum energy required for agent
to reproduce

• Population size Number of agents
➢ Proportion
cooperators

The proportion of cooperators in the
total population

➢ Migration rate The emergent rate of migration
that results from individual
movement decisions

atches • Location Coordinates of the patch
• Resource Amount of resources available

on patch
gents • Public good behavior Either cooperation (investment in public

good) or defection (free riding)
• Staying threshold The payoff required from local public

goods interaction for agent to stay in
current location

• Energy Amount of energy accumulated by
agent through payoffs from public
goods interactions

• Heading Direction of agent movement
• Location Coordinates of agent

old indicates the independent variable, and arrows indicate the dependent
ariables.
5. Conclusions

Conditional movement is cognitively simple, evolution-
arily ancient and widespread across biological systems,
making its inclusion in models of cooperation necessary if
we are to understand the evolution of social behavior in
organisms capable of responding to their local environments.
The results of the simulations reported here demonstrate
that a simple conditional movement rule, Walk Away, can
promote the evolution of cooperation in groups. The Walk
Away rule (in contrast to unconditional movement) leads to
greater stability of more cooperative groups, generating
assortment and positive selection for cooperation. Perhaps,
even more importantly, the present simulations suggest that
conditional movement in the form of a very simple Walk
Away strategy can favor the evolution of cooperation, even
at high rates of movement/migration. The Walk Away
model, and models of conditional movement more generally,
may aid our understanding the evolution of social behavior
and the emergence of mobility in a variety of biological
systems. Future work will investigate the roles of processes
such as commitment and bonding that may act to modify
Walk Away rules in more complex cognitive organisms.
Further, specialized conditional movement models are being
developed to investigate the implications of environmentally
induced cell motility in cancer.
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Appendix A. Model description

Purpose
This model was developed to explore the conditions

under which the “Walk Away” strategy promotes the evo-
lution of cooperation and describe the aggregate migration
patterns that emerge from a population of agents using the
Walk Away strategy.

State variables and scales
In this model, time and space are both represented

discretely. During each time period, agents and “patches”
(lattice locations) execute the commands described in the
schedule. Space is represented as discrete locations in a two-
dimensional 51×51 lattice. Agents interact in public goods
games with agents on the same lattice location. All move-
ment is determined by individual-level decisions of agents to
leave insufficiently cooperative groups. The state variables
in the model are summarized in (Table 1).
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able 2
itial and default values for all variables

ntity State variable Initial/default value Units

lobal • Social benefit
multiplier

1.9 N/A

• R-probability 0.002 Probability
• R-threshold 1000 Energy
• Population size 500 Count
➢ Proportion
cooperators

.05 Proportion

➢ Migration rate 0 Rate per time step
atches • Location (−25 to 25, −25 to 25) Coordinates

• Resource 0 Energy
gents • Public good

behavior
C or D

• Staying threshold N/A
• Energy Uniform between

0 and 2000
Energy

• Heading Random between
0 and 359

Degrees

• Location Random coordinates Continuous
coordinates

old indicates the independent variable, and arrows indicate the dependent
ariables.
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Process overview and scheduling
This model proceeds in discrete time steps, and entities

execute procedures according to the following ordering:

1. AGENTS contribute to local patch public good game
or free ride. This procedure runs only if there is at least
one additional agent on the present patch.
• If a cooperator/contributor, transfer 1 unit of
energy to patch.

• If a defector/free rider, do not transfer energy to
patch.

2. PATCHES multiply total contributions according to
social benefit multiplier.
• Total contributions amount to the total number of
units of energy transferred from resident agents.

3. AGENTS:
A. Play public goods game.

• Cooperators place a unit of energy on patch,
contributing to the public good, defectors do not.

• Total contribution is multiplied by the multi-
plier (1.9).

• Resultant energy is divided equally among
members of the group (all agents in current
patch).

• Defectors get a net payoff of 1.9⁎ proportion
cooperators in current group, cooperators get
this same payoff, but net payoff is this return
from the group minus 1 because of their initial
contribution to the public good.

B. Move if payoff received is less than threshold or if
there are no other agents on the current patch.

• Movement entails the agent moving forward one
unit inspaceinthedirectionofthecurrentheading.

• When agent moves forward one step, heading
is changed to the right up to 10 degrees in a
uniform distribution and then to the left in the
same fashion.

4. Global POPULATION processes:

A. According to R-probability (the aggregate repro-
duction rate), one agent is given the opportunity to
reproduce and does so according to R1 or R2:
R1. Threshold based: if energy above R-thresh-

old (fixed).
R2. Proportional to energy: if energy is above a

random number chosen from a uniform dis-
tribution between 0 and 2⁎ R-threshold.

B. If number of total agents exceeds max-population, a
random agent dies.

Design concepts
Emergence: Group size, the number of groups, the stabil-

ity of groups and the migration rate emerge from the
individual-level movement decisions of the agents. Because
agents leave insufficiently cooperative groups, higher rates
of migration emerge when cooperative agents are rare, and
agents are intolerant of defectors (i.e., they have a high
staying threshold).

Evolutionary adaptation: The only trait that evolution
acts on in this model is cooperation/contribution to the public
good. The staying threshold of agents is varied among runs
(independently for cooperators and defectors), but does not
change within runs.

Fitness: Fitness is modeled implicitly through differential
survival and reproduction due to accumulation of energy/
payoffs from public goods interactions.

Prediction: Agents lack the ability to predict out-
comes of future interactions or integrate information across
time periods.

Sensing: Agents know only the payoff they received from
the most recent public goods interaction on their local patch
and have no information about payoffs in neighboring groups
or from past time steps.

Interaction: Agents interact in public goods games only
with those on the same patch (i.e., lattice location).

Stochasticity: Decisions to move are guided by agents'
thresholds. In some conditions, there is no stochasticity in
movement decisions, and in others, there is a high- or low-
level noise. Further, direction of movement is stochastic
(with small changes to the heading each time period), and
components of the reproduction and death algorithms
are stochastic.

Collectives: Agents occupying the same patch constitute
a group and participate in public goods games, affecting
each others' fitness through these interactions.

Observation: Simulations were run for 50,000 time steps,
unless otherwise noted. The proportion of cooperators is
measured in the final time step. Because there is high vari-
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Fig. 9. Altering the reproduction algorithm has little effect on the outcome of the simulations. High staying thresholds lead to high proportions of cooperators for
both threshold-based and proportional reproduction algorithms.
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ability between time steps in migration events, the average
rate of migration over the final 100 time periods of runs is
used, and migration is calculated as the rate of emigration
from groups (the number of agents leaving divided by the
number agents leaving and staying).

Initialization: All runs were initialized according to
default parameters in (Table 2). Agents were randomly
placed on the lattice, no groups were explicitly created at the
beginning of runs. Cooperator and defector staying thresh-
olds were varied independently among runs.
Appendix B. Generalizability

Threshold-based versus proportional reproduction

In the model results reported in the primary text, repro-
duction was threshold based; that is, agents had to
accumulate a certain amount of energy (through payoffs
from the public goods interactions) in order to have the
opportunity to reproduce. Here, an alternative reproduction
algorithm (R2) is compared to the threshold-based
reproduction algorithm (R1) in several abbreviated runs
(5000 time periods with initial proportion cooperators set to
0.5) in order to test whether the results generalize to other
reproduction schemes. In the alternative reproduction
scheme (R2), the likelihood of an agent's reproducing
was proportional to their current energy (rather than
requiring energy to be above a threshold, as in R1). More
specifically, in R2, reproduction occurred if energy level
was above a random number chosen from a uniform
distribution between 0 and 2* R-threshold (see Appendix
A. for more details). Fig. 9 reports the proportion
cooperators under both R1 and R2. These two reproduction
algorithms generated similar outcomes; the difference in
proportion cooperators between these two conditions was
never more than 0.1 and was near 0 for most thresholds.
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